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Headteacher 
Spring Statement  
We are now drawing to the end of a very busy term for all our students-
eg various trips, sporting events and, of course, the school performance 
of ‘Annie’.

The next half term is a very busy one for those students preparing for 
their GCSE and A Level examinations. The first written GCSE examination 
is on Monday 13th May, the first AS Level examination is on Monday 13th 
May and the first A Level exam is on Tuesday 21st May. I would like to take 
this opportunity to wish the students every possible success and to thank 
parents/carers for all their help and support over what I know can be quite a stressful time. With 
this in mind, Year 11 students should be doing at least thirty hours of revision tasks a week if 
they are to be successful. I would urge parents and carers to support them in doing so during 
the final run up to the summer exams. Year 13 students should be doing at least thirty-five hours 
of revision tasks a week if they are to be successful and I would urge parents/carers to support 
them in doing so during the run up to the summer examinations.

I close by wishing you all a wonderful Easter break and by thanking you as always for all your 
support of the work of the school. The school appreciates that your involvement with your son/
daughter’s learning can and does have a big influence on their levels of achievement at each 
critical stage of their development.

On this note, I would like to ask parents/carers to encourage their children to keep up their 
studies outside of school during the holidays. Learning does not always have to be in a book. 
Please encourage them to get involved in activities during the break and when they return to 
school they will be motivated and focused on their learning.

Stephen Brownlow

Head teacher



Year 7 
Jessica Price: Textiles and history

Year 8
Daniel Raxter: French and German

Year 9 
Jack Reynolds: English and science

Year 10 
Daniel Workman: Mathematics and computer science

Mollie Thomas: Catering and music

Year 11
Sian Meredith: History, French and German

Year 12
Kirsty Massey: Sociology and Health and Social Care

Year 13
Katie Monger: Sociology and German

Megan Babbington: English and Biology

Each half term a number of  
students are awarded the 
headteacher award for 
nominations from several subjects 
for effort, outstanding work and 
resilience.
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Achievement, Behaviour and Attendance

I am delighted to be able to report that collectively our students have earned over 150,000 
achievement points and currently the ratio of achievement points to behaviour points is 14:1.   
A real success-well done all! Achievement points are automatically awarded to students who 
receive the Headteacher’s Award, achieve 100% attendance, display outstanding attitudes to 
learning and who are consistently punctual to school. Teachers also award them to students 
during lessons for excellent effort.
 
Students’ behaviour during lesson time is exceptional and we remain committed to reducing 
low-level disruption so that your sons and daughters can continue to learn in in a calm and 
purposeful atmosphere and therefore maximise their potential. 
 
We are very proud of how hard our students work and they have once again demonstrated this 
during the Spring Term. Our aim is to continue to establish the highest possible standards of 
behaviour at King Charles I School. This is important so that the school is always a warm, caring, 
friendly and happy place where learning can flourish and every young person can fulfil their 
capabilities. Students’ behaviour around the school should be impeccable; every lesson should 
be characterised by a relentless focus on learning, free from distractions. Every student and 
every member of staff should be able to feel relaxed and happy, confident that their working 
environment is one where people are kind, courteous and respectful at all times. 

Research carried out by the Department for Education on student absence and exam results 
shows there is strong evidence supporting the link between attendance and achievement. It 
is no surprise that there is a connection between good attendance and the achievement of 
students at school. The most recent research suggests that even short breaks from school 
can reduce a student’s chances of succeeding at school by as much as 25%. It also shows 
that 44% of students with no absence in key stage 4 (normally aged 16) achieve the English 
Baccalaureate (the gold standard package of GCSE qualifications that includes English, maths, 
science, history or geography and a language) opening doors to their future. But this figure falls 
to just 31% for students who miss 14 days of lessons over the 2 years that students study for 
their GCSEs, which equates to around 1 week per year and to 16% for those who miss up to 28 
days.

Currently, our attendance is 94.8%, a slight improvement on last year. There are 147 students 
between Years 7-11 who have 100% attendance. This a real achievement and something to be 
celebrated.
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However, there is still lots of work to do to improve students’ attendance and we value your 
continued support to help us to do that. Parents and carers are sometimes surprised to hear 
that 90% attendance equates to 1 day off every 2 weeks, but that is the reality 

Every child, every day, every lesson.
90% = a day off every fortnight
80% = a day off every week
King Charles I School current attendance = 94.8%
King Charles I School attendance target = 100%

Chris Gibson 
Deputy headteacher
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Activities Week

A reminder that from Monday 1st to Friday 5th July 2019 we will be running an 
activities week. It will involve the current Years 7, 8 (to include transition to the 
Hillgrove Site) and 9 students. Included within this week will be day trips, the Year 
7 Blackwell Court residential and the very popular Year 9 Paris trip, run by the 
languages department.

On Thursday 4th July we will be running several day trips and thank-you to all 
parents and carers for making the final payments for these trips. I am sure students 
will be looking forward to the theme parks; traversing some rocks and dodging the 
tigers at Bristol Zoo. Further information for each trip will follow.

Activities Week 2019
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Awards afternoon and evening 
On Wednesday 3rd April 2019 King Charles I school celebrated the successes of our 
talented students past and present. This year we gave a huge number of awards 
including the introduction of a sustainability award to recognise students contribution 
to preserve the environment. Both ceremonies were held in the sports hall as we 
have completely out grown the Oldfield hall. 

We had the pleasure to listen to Mark Lewis LPP Director, Fujitsu, with his title of his 
speech being ‘School is the best place to fail’. An insight into learning from failure 
and building up the resilience to keep trying and learning from each failure.  

A huge well done to all our students who attended this year. We are very proud of 
you and we are already planning and looking forward to next year’s award 
ceremonies.  

First name Surname TG

Logan Ashdown 11B1

Jodie Broomfield 11B3

Lauren Chambers 11B1

Willow De Morney-Lloyd 11B1

Rosie Dearlove 11Q1

Eden Fallon-Davies 11C1

Joshua Farmer 11B1

Maria Foley 11B2

Abi Fox 11C1

Georgia Frater 11C1

Kamuran Gormusoglu 11B3

Robert Griffiths 11C3

Jessica Heath 11Q1

Peter Heraty 11Q1

Jake Hobday 11B1

Jorja Hope 11Q2

Beth Hopkins 11B2

Kara Kang 11C1

Alistair Kece 11Q1

Caitlin Lavelle 11B1

Gorgi Makazliev 11B1

Juliet Martin 11B1

Daisy Mawby 11B1

James O'Neill 11Q1

Harriet Powell 11Q1

Benjamin Raban 11B3

Zak Rhodes 11B3

Jenny Roberts 11Q1

Joshua Shurmer 11B1

Jack Stokes 11Q1

Rebecca Swann 11B3

Madelaine Taylor 11Q1

George Wilcox 11Q1

Saara Ahmad 12A

Amy Bah 12A

Alistair Budden 12A

Lewis Egan 12B

Holly Fisher 12A

Paul Meikle 12A

Molly-Ann Mills 12C

Jasmine Morris 12A

Matthew Parker 12A

Kate Philpotts 12C

Kiya Randle 12C

Jonathan Reeves 12B

Charlotte Spokes 12C

Molly Thompson 12B

Adam Turley 12C

Anna Weber 12A

Ruth Weber 12B

Jack Wilkes 12A

Mia Adams 13A

Kayleigh Byworth 13B

Millie Donovan 13A

Harmony Doswell 13B

James Gill 13A

Jamie Hughes 13A

Daisy Lewis 13B

Megan Marcarelli 13A

Katie Monger 13B

 

Keira Morris 13B

Sarah Palmer 13B

Carl Roberts 13B

Charlie Shakeshaft 13A

Awards 

On Wednesday 3rd April 2019 King Charles 
I School celebrated the successes of 
our talented students past and present. 
This year we gave a huge number of 
awards including the introduction of a 
sustainability award to recognise students 
contribution to preserve the environment. 
Both ceremonies were held in the sports 
hall as we have completely out grown the 
Oldfield Hall.

We had the pleasure to listen to Mark Lewis 
LPP Director, Fujitsu, with his title of his 
speech being ‘School is the best place to 
fail’. An insight into learning from failure 
and building up the resilience to keep 
trying and learning from each failure. 

A huge well done to all our students who 
attended this year. We are very proud 
of you and we are already planning and 
looking forward to next year’s award 
ceremonies. 

Awards afternoon and evening
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KS5 London Galleries Visit

In February, a group of key stage 5 students 
took the train up to London to visit the Saatchi 
Gallery and Tate Modern. The visit helped the 
Year 12 students develop ideas for their personal 
components. Starting points were as varied as 
perfect/imperfect, tension and structure. Year 
13 students were looking for work related to this 
summer’s external exam theme of variation and 
similarity.

The Saatchi Gallery exhibition was Black Mirror 
– Art as Social Satire, enabling students to make 
conceptual links between use of materials and 
different intended outcomes. At Tate Modern as 
well as looking at the permanent collection, they also visited the Pierre Bonnard 
retrospective The Colour of Memory.  The exhibition brings together around 100 
of his greatest works from museums and private collections around the world. 
It reveals how Bonnard’s intense colours and modern compositions transformed 
painting in the first half of the 20th century, and celebrates his unparalleled ability to 
capture fleeting moments, memories and emotions on canvas.

Year 11 Art GCSE Students Visit the Tate Modern London, January 2019

As the first snow of the year falls twenty-three art students leave Kidderminster at 
6.30am for a day in London exploring The Tate Modern Art Gallery.

This year the exam question is ‘Reflection.’ Students had to find works of art with 
this theme; that could be used as starting points for further development. 

Pupils made drawings and critical reviews of art works. 

Work will continue back at school as students complete further investigations in 
preparation for their exam in May.



Art 
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School Production of Annie

We were fortunate to have a wonderful cast of students for this year’s production of 
Annie.

A big congratulations to all of the students who have been involved. The students 
have worked so hard and it has been a huge success. 



Bikeability

Well done to the fourteen Year 7 & 8 students who have completed the 
Worcestershire County Council Level 2 and 3 cycle proficiency course. The 
‘Bikeability’ scheme is aimed at secondary school students who wish to have the 
most up to date guidance on staying safe on the roads when using their bikes. 
The course took place during the week beginning Monday 11th February 2019. The 
students who successfully completed the course were: 

Jack Johansen-Berg, Mitchell Andrewartha, Jamie Griffin, Yonal Pathirana, Erin 
Wolfe, Charles White, 

Fraser Thompson, Jack Bannister, Matthew Littley, Scott Somers, Ryan Palfrey, 
Cameron Hamilton and Joshua Calvert

Keep cycling!

Bikeability ‘Cycling Proficiency for the 21st Century’
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Careers

On Wednesday 13th March, ninety Year 9 students spent the morning at the 
Worcestershire Skills Show at the Chateau Impney in Droitwich. The event was 
attended by numerous other schools in the area and was designed to inspire 
students as regards future career paths and choices. There were representatives 
from many national and local businesses as well as a range of colleges and 
universities and the armed forces. All the students who attended agreed that it was 
a very worthwhile experience that had given them plenty of ideas about their future 
plans.

On Friday 2nd February, every Year 11 student was involved in a mock interview. 
The idea of the experience is that students are given the opportunity to practice 
their interview technique and etiquette with representatives from the world of work. 
They filled in an application form in preparation for the day.

12

Year 9 Worcestershire Skills Show

Year 11 Mock Interviews



CCF

King Charles I School Combined Cadet Force is continually thriving and the 
programme is packed with activities such as skill at arms and fieldcraft. Since 
Christmas, Haybridge High School have been part of the contingent and all of the 
cadets have gelled together extremely well. 

Recently we had a field day at school and put in to practice all the fieldcraft skills 
taught on parade day every week. We have also got a mobile indoor shooting range, 
which the senior cadets have been using to improve their shooting and skill at arms 
techniques.

We are now currently working towards the new recruits and junior cadets passing 
their skill at arms by the end of the year. The future of the CCF is looking bright and 
very healthy. I look forward to next term.

Capt R Marrett O.C

King Charles I School Combined Cadet Force
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Charity Events

Comic Relief ‘Red Nose Day’ 2019

Thank-you to everyone who contributed to the charity events held during a week of 
charity events, joining with the nation to take part to help people living tough lives 
across the UK and Africa. We held a cake sale; house competitions; a non-uniform 
day and a gunge the teacher – which one do you think raised the most money! Over 
£1000 was raised and will be split between 3 charities: a childhood cancer charity 
called the Grace Kelly Ladybird Trust; Comic Relief and Birmingham Children’s 
Hospital.

If you would like to read more about Comic Relief, please visit www.comicrelief.com 
or our chosen charities for the cake sale please visit www.gracekellyladybird.co.uk 
and www.bwc.nhs.uk/birmingham-childrens-hospital.

Easter egg collection

Thank-you to everyone who has demonstrated care and support to the community, 
by providing Easter eggs to donate to the children’s ward of Russell’s Hall Hospital 
in Dudley and to Acorns Children Hospice Trust in Worcester. 

Thank you for making Easter a little bit more special for children in the area.

A special thanks to Daniella Tolley in Year 7 who brought in 27 Easter Eggs. Well 
done!
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Charity Events

This year for the White Ribbon Campaign, the Community Ambassadors have been 
busy cutting out leaves, provided by the Safer Wyre Forest Project for students to 
add their pledge too. Once done the pledges have been stuck on to a tree again 
provided by the project, when completed the tree will be returned Safer Wyre 
Forest to become part of a ‘Field of Trees’, along with other trees from across the 
Wyre Forest.

The White Ribbon Campaign raises awareness of domestic abuse and violence 
against women and girls.  In Worcestershire, we are ALL standing together and 
saying NO to domestic abuse of all kinds.

White Ribbon Campaign



Community Ambassadors
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On Thursday 28th March 2019, the community ambassadors from the schools in 
the Wyre Forest visited the “Tell someone” workshops at Stourport High School. 
This was a really eye-opening experience for us all as we got to see the different 
ways to deliver a workshop to students depending on the audience. It was very 
informative for us as students as well as informative from a community ambassador 
point of view.  We all found the different workshops interesting and the energy 
that the professionals delivering the 30 minute presentations put into them was 
reflected in the response of the students. We hope to be able to bring some of 
these techniques and strategies back to King Charles I School. On behalf of all of 
the community ambassadors at King Charles I School I would like to thank the staff 
at Stourport High School for the opportunity to observe, we would also like to thank 
the Stourport community ambassadors and the professionals who that day wouldn’t 
have been possible without. 

Community Ambassadors



Dance

Baxter Dance Festival

When King Charles I School performed at Baxter College, we performed a group 
dance to revolting children from Matilda; a duet was performed as well as a solo. 
The duet was called ‘Leave a Light on’ performed by Ella and Lauren. The solo was 
called ‘Read all About It’ performed by Grace.

There were fourteen different dances and different styles were performed by all 
local schools by all ages from reception to Year 11. We all sat in the auditorium while 
each school was invited to the stage to perform their routine. At the beginning of 
the festival, a warm up was led and all the children had to join in and some got to go 
up and perform their own warm up while everyone joined in.

At the end of the festival, each school was awarded a certificate for their 
participation. We look forward to doing this again next year.

By Grace 8B1
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Dance Evening

Please come and celebrate the fantastic work of a wide range of dancers at our 
Dance evening on the 8th May 2019 at 6pm in Oldfield Hall. Please arrive from 
5.45pm. Tickets are £2 adults and £1.50 children and concessions. Please purchase 
tickets on the door. 

The PE department look forward to you celebrating a fantastic showcase of talent 
with us.

Dance Evening 2019
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English

GCSE Poetry Live

Macbeth Review

On Tuesday 22nd January, some of the Year 11 cohort went on a trip to Birmingham 
Town Hall to watch GCSE Poetry Live. This is an annual event where famous poets 
demonstrate their outstanding capabilities as poets to inspire students about poetry 
and why writing poetry can be empowering and insightful. The Year 11 students 
thoroughly enjoyed the trip and found the poets performances enthralling. However, 
one of the most educational parts to the day was the examiner sessions. Two 
sessions of the day were dedicated to talking through exam guidance and tips in 
regards to poetry and unseen poetry – two elements that students have to cover in 
their GCSE exams. Students were impeccably behaved and took a lot of knowledge 
and inspiration away from the day.

When the Young Shakespeare company came to our school, they performed a 
brilliant version of Macbeth. First, they discussed a range of theatrical techniques 
and then improvised different styles of acting. For Year 10, seeing the different 
styles engaged us as we saw the contrasting ways that characters could be 
portrayed. We greatly enjoyed watching their performance because they never 
broke character and were spectacular at acting. The way they involved the audience 
was fantastic! They used creative ideas to get the audience thinking.  In addition, 
they allowed us to choose the characteristics of Malcolm (childish and cowardly, or 
strong and confident). Being the Year 10 students that we are, we of course chose 
childish and cowardly. This added a different view of Malcolm to the character in 
the actual play. The emotion shown was mesmerising and you could not take your 
eyes off them! The way they showed the gory aspects of Macbeth was unique and 
sold the performance to everyone well.  Overall, it was absolutely amazing and 
imaginative. 
By Emily, Joanne and Lottie 
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Equipment

We are pleased to report that students have again been prepared appropriately for 
over 99% of lessons during the Spring term, which is excellent.  Lost learning time in 
all secondary schools across the country still has a significant impact on disruption 
to potential learning time. Giving out equipment may seem a small amount of time 
lost, however when this is added together over a week, a month, a year it is huge. 
Just 3 minutes lost, each lesson over a week equates to 75 minutes a week and 
over a school year over 48 hours of lost learning. As a school, we do everything 
to minimise the impact of this to ensure students have the best opportunity for 
success.

Below is a reminder of the correct equipment your son/daughter needs every day:  

• Exercise books/folders 

• Knowledge organiser 

• Planner 

• Pen and a spare (black ink) 

• Pencil 

• Ruler 

• PE kit (when timetabled) 

• Subject specific equipment, including: protractor, compass, scientific calculator  
and cooking ingredients. 

• Other useful equipment but not specified in the ‘basics’ would be an eraser 
(rubber), coloured pencils and a highlighter. 

 

Stationery is available to purchase at a discounted rate each morning from 8.20am-
8.35am in the library on the Borrington Site and during tutorial on the Hillgrove Site. 
If there is any occasion where an item has been lost or run out there is a solution.

Equipment and Organisation
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Geography
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The Year 8 Black Country Geography Quiz 3rd April 2019

Four Year 8 students; Shaneequa Mercurius, William Vickers Ward, Leila Ferreira and 
Kerran Johnstone took part in the annual Geographical Association quiz that was 
held this year at Haybridge High School, Hagley.

Our team joined in with great enthusiasm, and by the fourth round were in joint 
fourth place. However, due to an unfortunate use of “The joker”, things did not go 
quite as well as was hoped from that point on. All four members of the team had a 
great time and did very well in most of the rounds. The final results were said to be 
the closest for years. 

The winners were a team from Haybridge who had led the competition from the 
start, taking the trophy home and a large Easter egg on this occasion. An enjoyable 
time had by all, we look forward to attending next year.



Gifted and Talented

It was a lovely day at Blakedown Golf Course for the inter school golf competition 
which started at 9.45 for Ellie and the other two members of her trio, there was also 
another pair that tee’d off prior to Ellie. All five played 13 holes of golf in total. Ellie 
performed exceptionally well producing some very powerful & accurate tee-offs 
leaving her competitors with quite a substantial amount of catch up to do. Ellie won 
the competition receiving a set of three golf balls. Well done Ellie!

Gifted and Talented Golf
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Health and Social Care

A visit to Herons Park nursing home 
& dementia unit, located in Spennells 
Wood, Kidderminster has enabled 
students to gain a greater insight into 
the role of the care setting. 

Sixth form students from King Charles 
I School spent half a day observing 
the role of care staff within the care 
environment, in order to expand their 
knowledge for their health and social 
care course. Within the short period 
of time they spent at the nursing 
home, the students interacted with 
the residents, asking them questions 
and sharing stories. This nursing home 
believes strongly in treating each person 
as an individual and emphasises that 
there should be no unnecessary rules 
and regulations. This staff have created 
an environment where dignity, peace 
and comfort take priority, so residents 
are able to remain as independent 
as possible. It is surrounded by 
formal gardens, patio areas, and 
resident tended raised garden beds 
for wheelchair clients, showing their 
contribution to anti-discriminatory 
practice. 

In this article, we will hear from some 
of the students and how they thought 
Visiting Herons park nursing home 
impacted their education. “It was 
extremely useful to me because it 
enabled me to put health and social 
content into a realistic situation, it really 

helped me to identify how sectors use 
policies and procedures day to day and 
the importance they have in regards to 
both staff and residents.” (Meg B).

Another student, Lucy, tells us about 
what she thought of the visit. “When I 
visited the care home, I had an insight 
into what care is provided, how care 
is provided and what policies and 
procedures that care professionals 
set in place and follow. This included, 
learning how care professionals ensured 
all policies and procedures were being 
followed within the care home, and 
ensuring all service user’s needs were 
met. I had to take a person-centred 
approach, when talking to all service 
users, to focus on the individual’s 
personal needs, wants, desires and goals 
so that they become central to the care 
and nursing process, but also to make 
them feel comfortable in the health care 
setting.” 

Grace’s opinion of her visit was also 
a positive one. She stated that during 
her visit to Herons Park Nursing home, 
she had the chance to “talk to the care 
manager and ask her a few questions. 
It is important that students are given 
the opportunity to view and observe 
unfamiliar environments in order to 
ensure their education and skillset is 
adaptable and well rounded.

Student visit to nursing home benefits both education and skill set 
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Health and Social Care

Figure 1. (Above) The entrance to the nursing home. 



History

On Monday 4th February, staff took fifty Year 7 students to Bath to visit the Roman 
Baths and Bath Abbey. This trip was undertaken to compliment the work they had 
already done in their history lessons on the Romans and the work that they would 
be doing on the middle Ages. 

The journey was quick and we arrived in Bath on time. Firstly, we went to the Roman 
Baths and the students all took part in a teaching session that allowed them to get 
hands on with objects that had been created by the Romans and found in Bath. The 
students then had a tour of the bath complex and learnt about the various activities 
that happened in them as well as the infrastructure used to fill the baths. 

After a quick lunch, we moved over to Bath Abbey to learn about the importance 
of religion to people in the Middle Ages. The students were able to walk around the 
Abbey and see the wonderful architecture within the Abbey. They were then taken 
on a guided tour above the Abbey including the bells and all the way to the top of 
the tower with a panoramic view of Bath where many photos were taken.

Year 7 trip to Bath
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Homework Club

Homework

As you are aware, there have been numerous studies on homework and all highlight 
the correlation of exam success and homework in secondary school students. It is a 
well known that learning at home is an essential part of good education.

I would like to remind you about our homework club which we offer in order to 
support students with the completion of homework. The club is run on both our 
Borrington and Hillgrove sites. Homework club is currently open as follows:

Years 9, 10 and 11: Hillgrove Site: the homework club will take place after school in 
the Hillgrove library.  It runs from 2:55pm until 4:25pm all week.   

Years 7 and 8: the homework club will take place in L21 on the Borrington Road site. 
It runs from 2:55pm until 4:25pm all week.   

Homework club provides students with a calm environment in which to complete 
their homework as well as allowing them access to books and computers. 

26



House Events
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House Events

House events have been in full swing this term with the main events being dodgeball 
and general knowledge quizzes across both sites. These matches have been very 
well attended and often very close. Congratulations to the Year 9 Blounts teams 
who managed to win every dodgeball and quiz competition they were involved in 
this half term.

Outside of these weekly events, there have also been several one off events that 
students have taken part in across the term. These include, but are not limited to, 
high ability mathematicians taking part in the UKMT Intermediate Maths Challenge, 
several competitions ran by the library and a baking competition that also helped 
to raise money for Comic Relief. So many of our students 
have competed really well in these events, showing what 
a broad range of talents we have across the school. 
We encourage every student to take part in as many 
competitions as they can and so far over 260 students 
across the school have been involved, so well done to you 
all.

During the summer term, we will be heading back 
outdoors with weekly competitions for basketball and 
rounders taking place. On top of this, we will be running 
competitions for singing, art & design and competitions 
built around sports day at the end of the year. We also 
encourage students to suggest events that we can put on 
for them and we are more than happy to try to organise 
and run these during the summer term.

We would like to thank all our fantastic house reps who 
have helped organise teams throughout the year so far. 

The effort students have put in to winning their houses 
some points have been excellent; remember that every 
achievement point gained in lessons contributes to their 
house totals. If we look at the current standings, it is very 
tight with Blounts currently leading by less than 200 points. 
Considering a single victory in a house match is worth 200 
points, it certainly makes for an exciting last few months to 
see who will lift the house cup at the end of the year!



Library
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Local author David Massey visited Borrington today to work with Year 5 students 
from our feeder schools, as well as Year 7 and Year 8 students.

The day began with engaging presentations to almost 200 Year 5 students who 
had joined us from a number of our feeder schools, followed by Year 7. The students 
were thoroughly engaged by David who talked about the inspiration behind his three 
best-selling books ‘Torn’, ‘Taken’ and ‘Bone Surfers’, and the writing process itself. 
There were lots of entertaining video and music clips and readings from David’s 
books too.

Two Year 8 writing workshops followed in which the students planned ideas for 
a story based on character and object stimuli provided by David. The workshops 
ended with a few students reading out their story openings to a very impressed 
David, who rewarded four students with signed copies of ‘Bone Surfers’.

It was a thoroughly enjoyable experience for all involved and we look forward to 
working with David again in the future.

Author Visit by David Massey 28th January 2019
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On Monday 11th March, as part of our World Book Day celebrations, we were very 
lucky to welcome poet Spoz to Hillgrove. Spoz has been astounding audiences with 
his poetry, both young and old, since 2005. In that time he has been Birmingham’s 
Poet Laureate (2006/7), performed at Glastonbury Festival and Cheltenham 
Literature Festival to name just two of many and has facilitated poetry workshops at 
hundreds of schools, both in the UK and abroad. He has also been commissioned by 
the BBC on several occasions and even popped up on The One Show.

His enthusiasm for the spoken and written word, as well as his previous victories in 
Slam Poetry competitions ensure he is able to excite even the most reluctant reader 
about poetry.

Spoz conducted two large workshops in the hall. He worked with Year 9 in the 
morning for a double lesson and repeated the workshop with Year 10 in the 
afternoon. All students learned how to write their own quatrains (stanzas of four 
lines) with a regular rhyme scheme on the themes of love, then hate. The students 
had a lot of fun experimenting with language and ideas and enjoyed sharing their 
finished poems with the rest of the group. 

The students also analysed an unseen poem called ‘Flag’ by John Agard before 
experimenting with writing their own stanzas for it in the same style; there were 
some excellent responses.

A very lucky Year 11 class enjoyed a shorter version of the workshop before lunch 
and they came up with some very creative ideas.

The students remained engaged throughout the workshops making it a very 
enjoyable day for staff and students alike.

Visit by poet Giovanni Esposito AKA ‘Spoz’ to Hillgrove, March 11th 2019

Library



Hillgrove Site

Our World Book Day celebrations began early with the launch of our competition – 
the Reading is Power Manifesto. Entries were very creative, including a quote from 
Plato stitched onto a decorative cushion! 

Break time saw a Silent Reading Event that our keenest readers signed up for in 
advance - they thoroughly enjoyed the tranquillity of a silent library. Lunchtime was 
a much livelier affair with eight teams from Years 9, 10 and 11 competing in the World 
Book Day Quiz. Congratulations to our Year 9 winners!

In addition to this, staff members all around school shared book recommendations 
with our students to promote wider reading and reading for pleasure.

Our celebrations concluded with a visit from leading poet and former Birmingham 
Poet Laureate ‘Spoz’ on Monday 11th March (please read separate report).

Borrington Site

At Borrington library, World Book Day activities 
were available for all to take part in at break 
and lunch times, with many contributions from 
students in both Year 7 and Year 8.  

Activities included the following: poetry corner 
where students could create their own poem, 
create a map of their own fictional world, design 
a book token, create a fictional character, design 
a new book cover for their favourite book and 
write a six-word-story, which was by far the most 
popular competition with many entries.  

The library was extremely busy and all participants 
received a badge and a sweet for each entry.  It 
was lovely to see so many students taking part 
and entering all of the competitions. Deciding 
which entry was the winner for each competition 
has been very difficult - all entries are winners in their own right.

World Book Day at King Charles I School

Library
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Ninety of our most gifted and talented mathematicians from Years 9, 10 and 11 
recently took part in UKMT’s Intermediate Maths Challenge. The Challenge is a 
national competition whereby approximately 4,000 schools in the UK take part each 
year. The 1-hour long paper contains highly challenging multiple choice problem 
questions; it is split into three sections- questions 1-15 where there is no deduction 
of marks for incorrect answers, questions 16-20 whereby students are deducted 1 
mark for an incorrect answer and questions 21- 25 whereby students are deducted 2 
marks for an incorrect answer. 

The Maths Department are pleased to report an excellent set of results this year; 
students are awarded Gold, Silver or Bronze certificates if they score above the 
respective thresholds and only 40% of participants receive certificates nationally. 
Our headlines are as follows:-

Gold: 2 students

Silver: 6 students

Bronze: 19 students

Best in school: Jerome O’Toole

Best in Year 9: Megan Lloyd

Best in Year 10: Jerome O’Toole & Nathan Garbett

Best in Year 11: Zak Rhodes

Congratulations to all those who took part and particularly to those who won 
certificates- this is an outstanding achievement.  A further well done to Megan, 
Nathan and Jerome who have all qualified for the next round on 21st March 2019! A 
special congratulations to Jerome who qualified in to the highest round for the year 
group and qualified recently into the British Olympiad Maths Challenge - genius! 

Intermediate Maths Challenge 2019
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MFL

On Monday 11th February, the ‘Onatti’ French theatre company came to the 
Borrington site to perform in French for our Year 7 students. 

The play was about two friends in an Escape Room with an Egyptian / Tutankhamun 
theme, and it was entirely in French. That sounds very complex, but the play was 
written with this age group in mind and it really was a lot of fun.

The actors had our students shouting out the answers to riddles, helping them with 
codes, passing on messages between the actors, and all in French! The students 
deserve a really big well done for their positive and proactive attitude, especially the 
four children who went up to help and ended up performing in French in front of a 
whole year group!

It was a fantastic event. Onatti will be back March to perform for us in German – it 
should be loads of fun! 

Student feedback:

“C’était magnifique” 

“The actor and actress included the audience very well. It was unique – I hope they 
come and do another play!’’

“Even though it was in French I understood what was going on and it was brilliant!’’

“The actors had a lot of expression in their speech and really emphasised their 
words. This made it funny.’’

“Clever and really cool!’’ 

“The play was outstanding and left me with a huge smile on my face and thank you!’’

Onatti performance



MFL

On Monday 18th March, we had another visit from the ‘Onatti’ theatre company on 
the Borrington site who were performing for Year 7, this time in German. 

The play was about two sisters, one of whom was trying to get ready for a big date 
whilst her younger and, as it turned out, annoying younger sister played various 
tricks on her to prevent her from getting to her date on time! It is a situation that 
most can relate to, and there was lots of fun and laughter for our Year 7s.

The students participated actively, shouting out answers in German and giving their 
opinions when asked!  The students were once again very positive and eager to try 
to understand, especially the student who went up to help with outfit choices in 
front of a whole year group!

A fantastic time was had by all!

Student feedback:

‘I didn’t understand some words but I still understood the premise of it by their 
actions and emotions. I found it quite relatable and funny too.’

‘It was pretty cool and I really liked it. I think there should be more action (pushing 
out of the window) and less romance (with Fernando). I liked the creepy sister.’

‘I thought that the play was really funny and how they used volunteers in the show. I 
understood a lot of the words in it too.’

‘I understood them by looking at their actions and searching for words similar to 
English.’

Onatti
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New York

The pictures speak for themselves. What an amazing experience for our young 
people. Bright lights, iconic places including the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island, 
Central Park and the Empire State Building, lots of walking!, shopping until you drop, 
and eating until you can’t stomach another mouthful. WOW!



New York
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The summer examinations will begin on Monday 20th May 2019. All the examinations 
will be held in classrooms on the Borrington Site and will be run according to the 
regulations set out by the awarding bodies. These regulations are available on our 
school website (please navigate to ‘Students’ and then ‘Examination Information’). 

May I take this opportunity of reminding you that the Year 7 parents evening is on 
Thursday 20th June. 

During the summer term we undertake the second internal examinations for all 
students in Year 8. The summer examinations will begin on Monday 13th May. The 
results of the examinations will be published in the students’ progress report on 
Thursday 13th June. 

The point of this exercise is not just to assess the students’ progress, but also to 
get them used to the regulations that apply to all external examinations. We believe 
that this preparation is vital to ensuring that they have the best possible chance of 
success when they reach key stages 4 and 5.

Year 7 & 8 Examinations
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Revision Opportunities

We want all students to maximise their potential and we are keen to support you 
and them as best we can as they prepare for their examinations. Students should 
now be following their revision schedules only using the effective techniques listed 
below:

It is vital students are revising at home. The amount of revision completed should 
increase as they approach the start of the exams. The guidance below suggests how 
much time students should be revising for at home this term: 

Parents and carers can support the students further by:

• Quizzing and recall practice 

• Creating and quizzing from Mind Maps 

• Using revision “flash-cards” 

• Using the Cornell note taking system 

• Frequently answering short answer questions 

• Providing narratives with their answers 

• Web based learning such as Seneca learning, Quizlet and Hegarty maths. 

• Asking someone to test them 

• Using Past Papers and their mark schemes effectively 

• During Easter (13th April – 28th April): At least 4-5 hours/day

• After Easter (29th April – 24th May): At least 3 hours/night and 4-6 
hours over the weekend

• Providing them with a quiet, distraction free place to revise at home; 

• Ensuring they get enough sleep throughout the revision period; 

• Making sure they are eating a balanced diet and drinking plenty of water;

• Giving the correct advice on how to revise. Do not promote the ineffective 
ways of revising such a re-reading notes, highlighting notes and making 
elaborate summaries. Students need to be completing the revision tasks set 
out by their teachers and self-testing (quizzing) on key information; 

• Testing them on what they have revised; and 

• Encourage them to take short breaks (after 30 minutes of revision). 

Year 11 Exam Preparation
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The formal Year 11 GCSE examinations begin on Monday 13th May 2019

Friday 24th May will be the last day that our Year 11 students are expected to attend 
every lesson. After this time students are expected to be in school for all lessons and 
pre-exam revision sessions in which they still have an examination. A schedule of all 
the revision sessions prior to exams will be sent home.

We are getting ever closer to the start of the external examination season and 
wanted to highlight the following arrangements from Monday 3rd June:

The last day of teaching for students will be Friday 24th May. Lessons will go ahead 
as normal all day. Discretionary leave will be made available for those students who 
have AS exams before Friday 24th May but it will need to be authorised by me in 
advance.

 During the period of study leave teachers will still be available in their classrooms 
during their timetabled lessons to help and support students. We would expect 
students to attend as many of these sessions as possible. 

Students who wish to make use of the school facilities and study in school during 
study leave will need to swipe in and out in the sixth form centre on arrival and 
departure each day and observe the sixth form dress code at all times.  

We wish all our sixth form students every success with their examinations. It has 
been a pleasure to work with them. 

Year 13 study leave and revision programme
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Reward Trips

On Thursday 28th March, fifty three Year 7 students went on the rewards trip to the 
“We the Curious” museum as a reward for their hard work and good behaviour.  

Whilst there, they participated in two different workshops: forensic science, where 
they tried to prove the existence of “Bigfoot” and a viewing of the night sky and 
Solar System in England’s only 3D planetarium. The staff were very kind and seemed 
very knowledgeable about what they were teaching. Also they were very happy to 
answer any questions, being enthusiastic as they did so.

When students were not doing either of the activities, they were walking around, 
touring the museum.  All of the displays were interactive and combined all manner 
of scientific aspects – all of them entertaining and educational.  Several people that 
went commented on how fun and interesting it was, whilst others said that it was far 
more fun than it was given credit for. All in all, it was an amazing day and definitely 
inspired a scientific spark in some people!

In February, thirty two students went to London and had a tour of Parliament and 
went on the London Eye. During the tour was Prime Ministers question time, so many 
MP’s were about and a high level of security around as well. It was a great experience 
seeing live debates through the TV link in Parliament. After we went on the London 
Eye and saw London from a great view taking in all the attractions and iconic 
buildings, such as Buckingham Palace.

A great day out!

We the Curious

Year 8 Rewards trip to London
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Science

It was National Science week in March and we celebrated it by having various guest 
speakers in and took students on trips out to inspire and enthuse their inner scientist.

All Year 7 students had a zoolab talk where they got the opportunity to handle some 
animals that they have only seen on TV and read about in books.  The Madagascan 
centipede with its highly adapted outer body walked faster than expected and man-
aged to walk the length of the table in about five seconds!  The giant hermit crab 
was very adventurous and wanted to come out of his shell to see the students. The 
owner of all of these amazing animals told us about how the Amazonian rainforest 
frog survives in such humid and hot environments.  The ideal climate for amphibians 
in the amazon is full of frog diversity with some that haven’t even been named yet.

Some Year 7 students went to the NEC to visit the Big Bang show alongside three 
hundred other schools.  There were lots of stands to visit and experiments to be a 
part of.  Students were able to see how racing car engineers reduce drag in their 
designs and even got to sit in some of the cars. The army had a big stand whereby 
they shared with students how science and engineering enables them to conduct 
military operations in such hostile terrains, including deep underwater!  The highlight 
was the national geographic stage where guest speakers talked about some of the 
most unusual species of plants and animals found this year.     

Some Year 8 students went to the National Space centre where they learnt how 
space travel disorientates your body and plays tricks on your mind.  They got to 
visit the planetarium and understand what makes a star.  Space travel has  featured 
in lots of scientific debates this year…Is it viable to be spending so much money on 
space travel?  With planet Earth becoming increasing fragile in its sustainability we 
may need to look at other planets to live on.  Students got the opportunity to be a 
part of this great scientific debate.

A Level physicists and some Year 8 groups were lucky enough to have a talk from 
Helen Elizabeth Mason (OBE). She is one of the top British theoretical physicists 
and amazed us with her knowledge about the sun and stars. She talked about how 
she has been involved in many solar space projects: Skylab, Solar Maximum Mis-
sion, Spacelab and YOHKOH. Over the past two decades, she has been working as a 
co-investigator on a major ESA/NASA project... that was a secret!
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Science

A-level Physicists along with some current Year 11 hoping to study physics next year 
have visited The University of Birmingham to attend evening lectures hosted by 
the Institute of Physics (IOP). The most recent lecture, titled ‘asteroseismology: the 
sounds of stars’ explored some key principles linked to waves emitted from stars 
and how these can be used to further our knowledge of the Solar System. This com-
plimented the Year 13s study particularly well as they have been working on their 
final year optional module ‘Astrophysics’ in school.  
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P.E

On 31st January, six King Charles I School students from Year 7 and 8 attended 
the Wyre Forest Schools’ Boccia and New Age Kurling competition. The six pupils 
performed excellently showing true determination and focus. Of the six pupils, three 
had previously won the competition. Overall, we came away having won both the 
Boccia competition and the New Age Kurling competition. Both teams have now 
qualified to participate in the Worcestershire Winter School Games Finals in April. 
There will be over 1,100 young people from schools across the county participating 
in 7 sports and 16 competitions. The six pupils have done exceptionally well and we 
wish them the best of luck in the finals. 

On the 19th January 2019, two King Charles I School 
students ran at the Country Cross Country finals at 
Top Barn (University of Worcester) on Saturday 19th 
January. Cameron Bushell-Borrows ran a good race 
and finished 68th in a very strong Junior Boys field. 
Ella Vaux-Harvey ran a brilliant race and finished a 
very respectable 21st in another strong Junior Girls 
field. A former King Charles I student finished 3rd 
in the Senior Boys competition qualifying for the 
national stage of the competition. 

Boccia and New Age Kurling

Country Cross Country



On the 28th February 2019, one King Charles I School student represented the Wyre 
Forest at the Worcestershire School Games Cross Country Finals after qualifying 
for the event at the district cross-country event that took place before Christmas. 
Fraser ran a fantastic race, pacing himself well for a big finish. He eventually finished 
14th, just missing out on qualification to the national finals. Fantastic effort from 
Fraser, well done!

Worcestershire School Games Cross Country Finals

P.E
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On Wednesday 27th March eight Year 12 BTEC Sport students were taken to 
the University of Gloucestershire for ‘Sports Taster’ day and a look around their 
campus. Students were introduced to what life at university is like and what things 
they would get up to during lectures on sports courses at university. During the 
first session, students had the chance to wear sports vests, which tracked their 
movement while taking part in a training session. After they were taken to the lab 
and shown, how the data can be interpreted to see different types of performance 
measures including: heart rate; distance travelled and average speed. In the second 
session, the students conducted test to assess their lactate thresholds. This involved 
the student’s taking blood samples to measure blood lactate accumulation and 
testing their rate of perceived exertion. After these sessions, the students were then 
given a tour of the Oxstalls Campus, which included a look at the range of facilities 
they have to offer at the university. Overall, it was a great trip which the students 
can take lots from whether that be making decisions around their future or to aid 
with their BTEC Sport course.

A group of Year 7 and 8 boys and girls from King Charles I School went to Stourport 
High School and competed in an indoor athletics tournament on Wednesday 6th 
March. There were some fantastic individual results.

Team results as were:

Year 7 Girls – 4th 

Year 7 Boys – 5th 

Year 8 Girls –  4th 

Year 8 Boys – 4th 

Well done to all involved!

Gloucester University

Indoor school athletics event
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Congratulations to Kinga who won her first 
stage event this weekend. Over three stages, 
Kinga won the time trial, came eighth in 
the second stage and third in the last stage 
getting first place overall.

It was a tough weekend for her at the first 
round of the National series at Pembrey 
South Wales, all the top girls competed in a 
field of 50, Well done Kinga.

National series at Pembrey, South Wales

Mental health is about our feelings, our 
thinking, our emotions and our moods. 
It can affect anyone and can be caused 
by number of factors. Looking after 
our mental health is just as important 
as looking after our physical health. 
Eleven Year 8 pupils attended a training 
session on Monday 28th January to 
become Mental Health Ambassadors. 
These students are now responsible 
for raising awareness of Mental Health 
in school and buddying up with those 
students who may need to talk. 

Your King Charles I School Mental 
Health Ambassadors are: 

Andreea, Amber, Lydia, Natasha, Kerran, 
Gemma, Ciara, Lauren, Natalie, Libby and 
Sara.

Mental Health Ambassador Training
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On Friday 25th January. fourteen Year 9 students led a variety of activities to 
students in Year 1 and 2 from both Heronswood and Chaddesley Corbett primary 
school. Over 60 students took part in the event, which took place at King Charles I 
School on the Hillgrove site. The leaders helped to develop the skills of the primary 
school children through various activities. Well done to all involved, you were 
smashing!

Ben (King Charles I School student) rows for Stourport Boat Club, he and his crew 
competed in the British Rowing West Midlands Inter-Regional trials. They won 
a silver medal in the coxed fours event and won gold in the coxless quad event, 
qualifying to represent the West Midlands in the British Rowing Junior Inter-
Regional regatta. On the back of this victory at the Inter-Regional trials, Ben and the 
crew have also been invited to attend the Junior Sculling Head which will take place 
on Eton Dorney Lake (which hosted the Olympic and Paralympic rowing in 2012).

Multi Skills Event

Rowing Success
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On Thursday 24th January, ten Year 10 
pupils attended the Step into Sport event 
in Bromsgrove. The event was split into 
three parts; one part inclusive coaching 
training, one part inclusive coaching 
practice and the third part with Athlete 
Mentor Liz Johnson former British 
Paralympic swimmer. Liz Johnson helped 
to coach our pupils into being excellent 
ambassadors, confident in delivering 
inclusive sport sessions. Our leaders 
worked collaboratively to create these 
engaging sessions with other leaders 
from both mainstream schools and SEND 
schools. Congratulations to all of those 
who attended.

On Friday 18th January, twelve Year 9 
students attended a table tennis festival 
at Wolverley Secondary School. Out of 
the 12 students, only 3 had ever played or 
experienced the sport before. 

The day involved various coaching sessions 
on skills, techniques and how to score. 
Students then had the opportunity to put 
these skills into practice and play against 
other students in both single and doubles 
tournaments. All of the students were a 
credit to the school. Well done to all!

Step into Sport

Table Tennis



On Friday 1st February, eight King Charles I School KS3 boys and girls went through 
after winning against local schools in Wyre Forest. The boys were unfortunately 
knocked out after 2 games. The girls won their first 2 games and progressed to the 
final were they played against Bromsgrove, an undefeated team! The final games 
were very close and King Charles I School KS3 girls’ team came away with the silver 
medal! A fantastic result. Well done to all!

Recently, King Charles I School took four 
teams to Wolverley C of E Secondary School 
to participate in the Wyre Forest School’s 
Handball competition. All teams took part 
in introductory Handball training sessions in 
preparation for the event. They quickly gained 
in confidence applying their knowledge of 
the rules into game based practice. All teams 
performed to a high standard and showed 
great potential in the sport. A number of 
pupils were congratulated by members of staff 
from opposing schools due to their excellent play and determination. Our overall 
success came from the U13 girls’ team who finished runners up by 1 point.

Worcestershire School Games

Wyre Forest School Handball

P.E
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Canteen update: we have had a great response to the use of the café areas on both 
sites which we want to continue to promote. We have also trialled a breakfast grab 
and go which has been popular on the Borrington Road Site, to give students a 
good start to the day, which a range of breakfast bars and soft drinks. We want 
to continue to improve and develop our service for all students at King Charles I 
School. 

Some of the ways we are doing that are:

• Our products comply with healthy eating

• Our meat products are UK Foodhall. The UK Foodhall is dedicated to 
producing tasty, assured British frozen food. We innovate for Schools, 
always keeping the healthy option at the forefront of development.

• Where possible we source all products locally.

• All of our burgers and sausages come from a Butchers in Ludlow. We as 
a company feel that they are a better quality product.

• The Chicken Epic Burgers are breaded and cut from a chicken breast.

• The flapjack, shortbread, muffins and cookies are all made fresh on site 
and the doughnuts are oven baked.

• We only use free range eggs.

• We use Red Tractor chicken which guarantees safe, quality chicken 
which meets animal welfare standards.

• All fish used on our menus are Marine Stewardship certified (MSC). 

• Fresh vegetables are on offer everyday which are supplied locally by 
Grinnall.

• Fresh fruit and mixed fruit pots are available every day at break and 
lunchtime.

• We only fry once a week and that is for chips on a Friday, everything else 
is oven baked.

• We use Bidfood, Theo’s, Little Food Company and Grinnall as a supplier.
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On Wednesday 27th March, we went to Auschwitz in Poland. We firstly went to 
the site of the Great Synagogue, where we listened to a Rabbi say a prayer. This 
was interesting because the last Jew died in the village of Oswiecim in 2000. After, 
we went to Auschwitz 1, which is shown in our picture. We went to the museum 
where we saw prosthetic limbs, brushes, suitcases, lots of shoes and prayer shawls. 
Lastly, we went to Auschwitz-Birkenau where we saw the train tracks that the 
prisoners would have been on. When we walked around the site, which is the size 
of 200 football pitches, we saw the remaining chimneys from the bunkers that were 
bombed at the end of the war. At the end of the day we have a candle lighting 
memorial ceremony  where the Rabbi said prayers to remember the lives that were 
lost. This experience will impact on our future, as we want to spread the message 
of the Holocaust and remember all of the 6 million individuals who lost their lives so 
that they are never forgotten.

Molly-Ann and Hannah, Year 12

Auschwitz, Poland
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Sustainability

At King Charles I School we are fully aware of the need to recycle and a number of 
our students have been educating others about the steps that everyone can take to 
do their bit. We have introduced additional recycling bins for plastic and the canteen 
have been trying to reduce packaging. We are always looking for ideas to increase 
the sustainability of our planet.

Recycling is the process of turning used waste and materials into new products. This 
prevents potentially useful materials from being wasted as well as reducing energy 
use and pollution.

For every ton of recycled glass turned into new products, 315 kilograms of extra 
carbon dioxide that would have been released during the creation of new glass are 
saved.

A wide variety of different materials can be recycled, including paper, plastic, glass, 
metal, textiles and electronic equipment.

Recycling is part of the waste disposal hierarchy - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.

Recycling reduces mining, quarrying and logging, refining and processing raw 
materials. All of these create lots of air and water pollution. As recycling saves 
energy it also reduces greenhouse gases, which helps to stop climate change.

What is recycling?



On Thursday 11th April (on the Borrington Road Site) we supported a group 
of students from Westacre Middle School by joining in for the “The Big Switch 
Off,”. We turned off as many electrical devices as possible between 2:15 and 
2:45pm to help raise awareness about the importance of managing energy usage. 
#DarkTodayForALightTomorrow
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Sustainability

In your lifetime, you will produce 127604 pounds of rubbish.

Recycle, recycle, it’s not hard to do, you can reduce pollution and help the world too!

• Use the green bins to recycle plastic

• Use the red bags for paper recycling

• Re-fill and re-use where you can

What can we do about Recycling?

The Big Switch Off!
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Textiles

The textiles department have spent the autumn term working with Offmore primary 
school students in Years 5 and 6. The students used the theme of Offmore values 
as inspiration for three textiles wall hangings to be displayed in the school hall. All 
the students had to develop a design which represented either: friendship, listening, 
respect or kindness and then used a range of textiles techniques to bring their 
designs to life.

The students did a fantastic job and have left a legacy of their time at Offmore for 
future students.

Two Year 8 students Isabelle and Lydia accepted the challenge of designing a dress 
using only recycled materials. The after school proj ect ‘Trashion’ was set up to high 
light environmental issues linked with the fashion industry as it is one of the main 
causes of global warming. 

The girls weaved their own fabric out of plastic bags and manipulated newspaper 
to produce this ballet-inspired dress. They both look forward to starting textiles at 
GCSE in September.

Offmore primary school textiles stars

Trashion Project
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University Visits

Twelve Year 10 students visited Oxford University; Oriel College on Thursday 7th 
March. The students were introduced to university life, discussing the different 
courses that were available to them. They spent time with current Oxford 
students and had the opportunity to ask them various questions to get a better 
understanding of what life would be like as an Oxford student. The students had a 
tour of the college and ate lunch with Oxford University staff and students. Year 10 
took part in a very interesting debate where they posed questions to each other. 
Questions ranging from; Does war solve conflict? Are morals ethics better than 
philosophy? To what happens after Brexit? We finished the day with a lovely walk 
around Oxford city centre viewing the amazing architecture. The students were 
blown away by the amount of libraries they could visit and were very excited when 
they got to see the building that was used to film the hospital scenes in the Harry 
Potter movies. The day ended with a lovely quote from Rosie who said ‘I’ve always 
wanted to come here and after today, I can’t wait, it’s amazing’.

Some of our Year 9 and Year 10 students attended Oxford University as part of 
the launch to their scholars programme. This was the first time the students had 
visited a University, they walked around the grounds and discussed University life 
with current students. All students left very excited and are looking forward to 
furthering their subject knowledge with their PHD tutor. This is the first time that 
any students have completed this particular project, so all students are working hard 
with the hope that their final assignment will be published. The event organisers 
also commented to staff how engaged King Charles I School students had been 
all day and were looking forward to celebrating their successes at their graduation 
ceremony.

Oxford University

Scholars programme - Oxford University


